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Abstract
Test content production for semiconductor verification is time
consuming and leads to unpredictable coverage results with the
potential for bugs. Synthesis has been used for years to accelerate
and increase the quality of integrated circuit design flows. This
paper discusses a similar approach for verification. Test Suite
Synthesis dramatically improves the ease and speed of test
content production, while allowing for coverage-driven test
generation, leading to controllable and predictable coverage
closure for all facets of the verification process.
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Coverage-Driven Verification with Test Suite Synthesis

1. Leveraging Synthesis Efficiency
IC verification test production and debug occupies a painful 70% of semiconductor
development cycles, while still resulting in unpredictable, uncontrollable coverage.
Producing high-coverage test content is complex, laborious, and error-prone.
Furthermore, it must be repeated for every verification phase from Intellectual Property
(IP) block test through System-on-Chip (SoC) to post-silicon. SoC verification, particularly
when using emulation, is immature and inefficient. There is room for significant
improvement in test content production, without change to existing testbench
environments.
Thirty years ago, design synthesis revolutionized ASIC development. Engineers were
finally able to consider functional intent separately from gate-level implementation and
optimization, dramatically improving their design flows, as shown in Figure 1. Design
synthesis takes a register-transfer level (RTL) functional description and synthesizes it to
generic gates based on applied constraints. The gate description is then optimized to
specific ASIC libraries based on individual design requirements. This approach has been
proven far more efficient than using schematic capture to select appropriate gate
components, while at the same time crafting functional operations, such as a statemachine or data pipeline component.
Synthesis saves time and results in optimal designs.

Figure 1: Design Synthesis to Verification Synthesis Comparison

Test content authoring needs to be, literally, turned on its head in a similar manner.
Today, direct and random tests are written by hand to replicate specific scenarios with
functional coverage measured after execution. This results in numerous execution
iterations, hit-and-miss coverage, and potentially missed bugs.
Synthesis allows intent to be specified with minimal focus on implementation, a
fundamental change in verification. The focus is to specify the functional operation to
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be tested as a single, abstract model, without worrying about how to stimulate the
design components, separately create checks, and consider coverage. The synthesis
process performs this function by dissecting the intent model.
Leveraging the synthesis approach, the engineer specifies coverage goals together with
a functional intent model, and then uses this model to synthesize generic test content.
This test content can be optimized to fit specific existing testbench environments for
simulation, emulation, prototyping, virtual platforms, and even post-silicon.
This coverage-driven approach allows control over the number and targeting of tests for
a given execution tool capacity, verification requirement, and design intent.
Furthermore, while engineers are focused on verification intent, the synthesis tool does
the best possible job of scheduling and synchronizing multi-threaded, multi-port test
sets together, searching out the most unexpected corner cases, and enabling highperformance use models and debug/profiling methods. The tests are portable across
execution platforms, meaning that the intent only has to be modeled once for the entire
verification flow and can be reused for future projects. Apps—prebuilt test libraries for
common, complex problems such as Cache Coherency—can also easily be provided on
top of the synthesis solution.
2. Introducing Test Suite Synthesis
Breker has pioneered Test Suite Synthesis (Figure 2), leveraging the Accellera Portable
Stimulus Standard (PSS) as an input format to capture verification intent at an abstract
level. Breker’s Test Suite Synthesis tools
use the C++ or DSL PSS formats as well
as a more familiar native C++ option
with no language restrictions. Intent
may also be visually captured as a
hierarchy of flow charts depicting
control and/or data flow. Multiple
possible paths through each flow chart
capture various use cases as an
executable specification. Source code
for the Portable Stimulus model is
generated automatically from the flow
chart.

Figure 2: Breker Test Suite Synthesis
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Methodology (UVM) and Software-Driven Verification (SDV) flows. This includes virtual
OS-like features to aid the composition of tests while avoiding bare-metal coding issues.
A series of predefined TrekApps for common complex verification problems are
provided, which reduces the language learning curve while enabling complete solutions.
Prior to synthesis, the hierarchical
model is flattened and incomplete
paths inferred. This graph is
analyzed for expected coverage
versus the number of tests that
would be generated. This allows
test generation to be further
constrained enabling expected
coverage and test quantity to be
predetermined prior to test
generation (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Coverage Analysis and Goal Setting

Planning algorithms are applied to drive the optimum stimulus based on desired
outcome coverage, and the tests—in the form of stimulus, checks, coverage models,
and debug information—are synthesized, including randomization solving and value
conversion. The generated test content is scheduled into multi-threads and/or across
concurrent ports and then optimized to target the respective testbench environment,
be it UVM sequences, SoC I/O transactions and processor C code, or post-silicon
diagnostics. The post-execution results are fed back for debug, coverage validation, and
design performance profiling using specialized tools for this purpose.
The result is a much faster and more rigorous test composition process resulting in
significantly increased coverage, as well as improved debug and profiling. The test
content is portable and may be easily shared.
3. From Intent to Content
As noted, test intent is described using a graph-based format, either visually or textually
through Portable Stimulus DSL or C++ coding, a mixture of which is shown in the Breker
TrekDesigner™ tool in Figure 4. Let us consider an example of a UART test. The UART
test intent, which inherently includes checks and stimulus, can be constructed as a UML
Activity Diagram. In Figure 4, the control flow is depicted top to bottom in purple and
the data flow is left to right in blue. Randomized selections may be included in the graph
to provide an accurate representation of verification intent.
The graph is hierarchical in nature, so each processing block, or “action,” can contain a
complete description of its intent. This is made up of a lower-level graph containing
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actions, some of which might be randomized to provide a varied range of tests. Actions
may also contain procedural code to drive action activity.

Figure 4: UART Test Intent Graphical Entry

Before any tests are synthesized, the tool flattens the hierarchical intent model and
adds connections that are inferred in the model, leading to the intent description graph
shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Intent Description Exploded Search Space

From here the tool performs reachability and projected coverage analysis to produce an
accurate record of the number of tests that will be produced and the coverage that
these will achieve, as shown in Figure 6.
Constraints may be placed either on the hierarchical or flattened model to provide
greater control of the synthesis process. Constraints can be used to control the coverage
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plan, tell the tool key dependencies across the test space, control the scheduling of the
tests, and many other aspects of the synthesis process. They can drive more
concentrated and intense testing versus sparse tests. Constraint types include PSS nodebased constraints as well as more powerful path and temporal constraints that are
unique to Breker.
Path coverage analysis like this allows for effective test content to be derived while
avoiding the typically painful iterations of the verification execution, coverage
measurement, test adjustment, and verification re-execution loop.

Figure 6: Exploded Search Space Overlaid with Projected Coverage

Once the optimal test set has been identified, the synthesis process takes over. The
possible paths are expanded with all of the cross products of the paths analyzed to build
a complete set. The graph is walked and the resulting content placed into a database.
Powerful planning algorithms are applied that examine the required outcomes and drive
optimal stimulus to produce those outcomes given the coverage directives. Three levels
of random solving—data, control, and temporal randomization—are applied together as
driven by the various constraints layered on to the model. The individual test items are
then scheduled concurrently, together with the resources they leverage, and optimized
for the target execution platform. Finally the test content is mapped to a form
appropriate for the platform (e.g. UVM sequences, C code, etc.).
Figure 7 shows the tests in the Breker TrekDebug™ window. In this window you can see
the C tests for the processor operating across multiple threads, as well as transactions
that are being applied to the ports of the design. For a UVM test set, these would be
sequences applied to UVM agents. Multiple tests are scheduled together such that
several tests might be operating at the same time, with the window showing
synchronization between them. To the right, the memory usage is also shown where
memory segments allocated to hold data at any one particular time might be viewed.
This process will be discussed in Section 4.
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Figure 7: Breker TrekDebug Window Showing Concurrent Tests and Memory Allocation Views

4. Timing is Everything
Task and resource scheduling is a key part of the entire Test Suite Synthesis process and
is essential for these different environments. To demonstrate this, we present an
example of a camera processing SoC (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Camera Processing SoC Test Intent Example

In this figure it can be seen that one particular test might examine the data flow from
the SD Card VIP, through the SD Card Controller and into RAM, from RAM into the photo
processor and back to RAM, then from RAM out through the display controller and to
the display VIP. Of course, each of these actions is hierarchical and contains a range of
test behaviors that need to be exercised. Path constraints can be added at these
hierarchical levels to control the test generation process. The synthesis tool walks this
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simple graph multiple times to produce a test set that wrings out all of the options in
this data flow.
Now what if we enlarge this intent
specification to include the major blocks to
be verified. It can be seen that there are
several data paths that need to be tested,
as shown in Figure 9, including the single
path shown in Figure 8. Each one of these
paths can be executed one at a time. A
more thorough and realistic test suite
might interleave these path tests and
attempt to run them together.

Figure 9: Complete Datapath Test Scenarios

Figure 10 shows different ways these tests may be scheduled. For clarity we are showing
just the top-level hierarchical view, not the more complex tests generated by
randomizing the lower-level hierarchy. Assuming that we are generating C code to be
executed on the SoC processors, we might generate the tests serially on just one thread,
shown on the left of Figure 10 in test.c. Alternatively, if three threads are available, the
scheduler can spread the tests across these threads to interleave multiple tests together,
therefore exercising the system components more thoroughly.

Figure 10: Test and Resource Scheduling

As well as scheduling tests, the
scheduler can also allocate SoC
resources, the most obvious in
this case being memory regions.
As memory is required, the
scheduler can allocate address
space. The allocator has been
designed to further stress the
system and memory resources.
Figure 10 shows just part of the
system tests required; in a real
design, transactions may also be
placed on the I/O VIP ports,
interrupts could be used to add
the notion of priority to the
different scenarios, etc.

The end result is a test suite that truly tortures the complete SoC to find unusual corner
cases that can lead to undiscovered bugs. The individual tests may be debugged easily.
SoC performance may be profiled post-execution as the time taken to execute each test
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is reflected in the size of each test box in the TrekDebug view. This quickly demonstrates
components in the system that can lead to bottlenecks.
5. Content to Execution for UVM, Software–Driven, and Other Flows
One big advantage of Test Suite Synthesis is that the single intent specification remains
the same across the verification process (see Figure 11). The Test Suite Synthesis
process producing a range of self-checking test types, which include:
• SystemVerilog UVM sequences for block/IP and subsystem tests
• C code & transactions for processor-based SoC tests for simulation, emulation, and
virtual platforms
• Diagnostic code for post-silicon and prototyping systems
• SystemC/C++ for architectural and algorithm verification
It is even possible to generate formats such as Matlab code, Verilog-AMS, etc.
The Portable Stimulus language provides a construct known as an “exec” block, which
allows native code for a specific verification phase to be included in an action. However,
on its own this does not promote portability, as it needs to be changed for each
verification phase.
Breker has included in its tool suite a “Virtual Realization Layer” that includes a
Hardware Software Interface (HSI), and this is critical for test portability. The HSI acts as
a virtual operating system focused on verification and includes a portable layer that
allows a common mechanism for register access, storage access, interrupt management,
and I/O support that is the same for all of the verification phases. It also includes the
multi-test scheduling and memory allocation as discussed in Section 4 and supports
debug and profiling.

Figure 11: Common Intent Specification for all Verification Phases

For Software-Driven Verification (SDV) for a SoC, the synthesis process will generate a
combination of C code to drive the processor and transactions for the I/O ports. In this
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case it also uses backdoor access to the SoC memory to synchronize these tests together
and collect debug and coverage information. The HSI acts as a mini-OS to provide
services for register access, memory allocation, etc. This may be run on a simulator, an
emulator, or in a hybrid emulation environment leveraging a virtual platform.
With all of these platforms, and particularly emulation, a number of use model
advantages are apparent. These include the use of test randomization on the emulator
without co-execution with a simulator; loading tests into system memory at runtime so
avoiding SystemVerilog testbench recompile; batching tests together with a common
reset; and other accelerating features.
The same test intent might also drive a block or IP test written in SystemVerilog and
making use of the UVM standard. In this case, the synthesis tool generates sequences
that are loaded into an existing UVM testbench. Again the HSI register allocation
supports the UVM register model, allowing for seamless portability from the UVM
testbench to the SDV tests for the SoC. In this manner, complex UVM tests that might
drive multiple ports on a large block or subsystem can be easily derived from a single
white-box test intent source. In addition, the need to create separate scoreboards and
coverage models is eliminated.
The same test intent might also generate diagnostics for a final silicon test, with the
same test debug and profiling features available. It can also generate tests for virtual
platform processor models. It can create C++ tests for SystemC environments. Indeed
research is being conducted for how the same solution can create analog tests, Matlab
tests, assertions for formal verification, etc.
6. A Test Suite Application Case Study
This approach is in active use today by multiple companies developing leading-edge
designs. For example, one large, well-known communications company applied this
approach in a project to perform the full verification of a power domain switching
mechanism (Figure 12). As
an existing UVM testbench
was already employed for
functional
verification,
Test Suite Synthesis was
used to layer tests on top
of this testbench that
exercised
the
power
domain shutdown and
boot-up state machines in
Figure 12: Actual Case Study - Power Domain Testing
a random fashion (Figure
13).
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Figure13: Generated Tests for the Power Domain Case Study

The results for this project were relatively typical, as follows:
• Test authoring time went from an expected two and a half months to two weeks, a
5X improvement. The intent model was easy to understand and maintain.
• The number of tests generated went from 500 overlapping to approximately 10,000
unique tests, increasing coverage from 85% to 97%.
• The synthesis approach exercised many unusual corner cases based on the easy-tospecify intent model, whereas with traditional verification it was particularly difficult
to project the problem corner case scenarios to be tested.
• The test content was easily layered into an existing UVM testbench with no
modification and built upon the existing UVM sequences and agents.
• The test content consisted of processor C code and transactions, and was mapped
onto the ARM processors easily with no bare-metal overhead.
• It was well noted that debug and profiling was greatly simplified using the Trek
multi-threaded debug display, narrowing down problem test detail.
7. TrekApps: Configurable, Reusable Test Content IP

Figure 14: Pre-generated Test Content TrekApps
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Portable Stimulus (and graphbased intent specification in
general) enables a modular
approach to combining intent
scenarios. It is relatively easy to
combine scenarios with additional
tests and build up scenarios into
complete specifications for entire
systems.
One benefit of this is that
scenarios can be easily packaged
into “apps” (a form of verification
intellectual property), which might
be easily configured using path
constraints
for
common
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verification problems. By running these apps—or TrekApps as Breker calls them (Figure
14)—through the synthesis process, a large base of high-coverage test content may be
produced with no requirement to learn the Portable Stimulus language.
The Breker TrekApps currently include:
• ARMv8 TrekApp handles typical processor test issues for the ARM device range.
• Cache Coherency TrekApp verifies system-level coherency in multiprocessor SoCs.
• Power Management TrekApp automates power domain switching verification.
• Security TrekApp automates testing of resource protection rules.
• RISC-V TrekApp handles typical processor test issues for the RISC-V Open ISA.
• Networking TrekApp automates packet generation, dissection, and prediction.
• Automotive TrekApp handles automotive systematic requirements coverage.
8. Test Suite Synthesis: Executable Specification Verification
Test Suite Synthesis is a proven concept that allows for controllable, rapid coverage
closure in a predictable fashion while solving many of the other verification issues that
permeate the semiconductor development flow today. Making use of the Accellera
Portable Stimulus Standard, the technique is in use today at multiple semiconductor and
electronic systems companies. Key benefits include:
•

High-impact test sets from a single, EASY-to-understand scenario specification

•

ACCELERATED, coverage-driven test content for existing UVM & SoC environments

•

ENHANCED standardized test reuse, shareable test IP, and configurable apps
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